
Scouts require superior intellect to create shared understanding

and clarity in ambiguous environments. Individual Scouts will be

tested on their doctrinal knowledge and expected technical

expertise based on their rank. Squads will be scored based on their

average of all team member scores.

Written test

Reference: ADRP 1-02, FM 3.98, FM 3-55.93, ATP 3-20.98, ATP 2-01.3, 

ATP 3-21.8, TC 3-25.26, TC3-22.37, STP 17-91D1(D2)(D3)-SM-TG
25 0830 APR 19  

Patton Hall, Harmony Church



Reporting intelligence information rapidly and accurately is

fundamental to a Scout’s ability to give Commanders an edge on

the battlefield. Scouts will be tested on their ability to recognize

and identify threat and allied military equipment found in the

contemporary operating environment. Squads will be scored based

on their average of all team member scores.

Vehicle identification

Reference: ROC-V 25 1000 APR 19  

Patton Hall, Harmony Church



Cavalry Scouts provide reaction time and maneuver space to the

supported unit by gaining and maintaining enemy contact – often

from well concealed positions using indirect fires. Squads will be

tested while task-organized into teams to direct indirect fires

against a simulated enemy.

Call for fire

Reference: FM 6-30, STP 21-24-SMCT, Task#061-283-6003
26 0830 APR 19  

Wood and Clarke Simulations Centers

Harmony Church



Cavalry Troopers have relied on their mount to survive, fight, and

win on the battlefield since their origin as Dragoon Soldiers.

Squads will be tested on their technical proficiency of their

assigned weapon system platform to properly identify

ammunition, assemble, load, and apply immediate action on their

main gun and M240 series machine gun.

gst

Reference: TC 3-20.31.1
26 0830 APR 19  

194th and 316th Consolidated MotorPool

Harmony Church



Cavalry Scouts are experts at evaluating terrain in order to gain an

advantage over the enemy. Scout Squads will compete to find the

most points while navigating dismounted across 20 Square KM of

wooden terrain, including the dreaded Halloca Creek, during 7

hours of day and night conditions.

Land navigation

Reference: TC 3-25.26

27-28 APR 19  

Link up at Check Point 38

Box Springs & Red Diamond Road



Cavalry Scouts must employ the necessary tempo to report

information rapidly and accurately before it loses intelligence

value. Squads will compete head to head in a foot race to collect

and report information required by the commander.

Recon run

29 0630 APR 19  

Brave Rifles Field

Harmony Church

Reference: FM 3-98, TC 3-22.20



Modeled after a 1971 training event called the SSPE, this tactical

mission will challenge the Scout Squad to execute twelve critical

collective tasks. The squad must orient on the reconnaissance

objective while performing continuous reconnaissance over 20

KM of contested terrain occupied by a live opposing force.

Scout squad 
proficiency exercise

30 APR - 2 MAY 19  

Good Hope Maneuver Training Area and Rockwell HLZ

Box Springs & Red Diamond Road



Cavalry Scouts maintain freedom of maneuver for their higher

headquarters by operating far forward on the battlefield. This

event tests the Scout Squad’s ability to navigate mounted on their

assigned platform across 200 Square KM of terrain while

demonstrating expertise to collect and report information within

the commander’s reconnaissance guidance.

Scout skills

30 APR - 2 MAY 19  

Link up at Main Command Post

Camp Cornett, Harmony Church

Tasks: 031-COM-1050 (Report Information of Potential Intelligence Value); 171-121-4051 (Prepare a 

Situation Report); 071-810-0003 (Construct a Field Expedient Antenna); 061-275-8005 (Operate an AN/PRC-

150 HARRIS Radio); 071-730-0014 (Identify Combat Vehicles); 061-283-6003 (Adjust Indirect Fire); 071-

121-4030 (Estimate Range); 071-704-0005 (Operate the Laser Target Locator Module AN/PED-5); and 171-

134-0004 (Operate the Long Range Advanced Scout Surveillance System).



Cavalry Scouts are trained to fight and win by bringing all assets

to bear on the enemy. They maintain enemy contact while

providing reaction time and maneuver space. The squad will

conduct a tactical mission under live fire conditions. They will

conduct direct fire and indirect fire engagements in accordance

with their commander’s security guidance. The squad will be

graded on their ability to report and engage threat forces.

Lethality

30 APR - 2 MAY 19  

Link up at DMPRC

Hourglass Road

Tasks: FM 3-98, ATP 3-20.98, ATP 2-01.3, FM 6-30, STP 21-24-SMCT, 

STP 17-19D1-SM-TG, STP 17-19D2-SM-TG, STP 17-19D3-SM-TG, 



Throughout history Cavalry Scouts turn the tide of the battle

through heroic and valiant feats of daring against difficult odds.

This event places teams head to head in one last test of their skills

with Cavalry panache.

FINAL CHARGE

03 0800 MAY 19  

Brave Rifles Field

Harmony Church

Reference: FM 3-98, TC 3-22.20, STP 17-91D1(D2)(D3)-SM-TG




